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Dean A. O. Potter Broadcasts
"Is War In Europe Inevitable"
Service At Trinity Lutheran Church,
Hamilton Conducted By Two Waterloo place in the sun, a place, moreover,
she
not at all averse to attainCollege Professors.
ing by military strategy.
On Sunday last, Dean A. O. Potter
The Austrian problem is serious.
was in Hamilton as speaker at the "If no solution of her problem can
Sunday afternoon service of Trinity be found, the state will collapse totally." A more serious aspect is
Lutheran Church.
The service was broadcasted over given this particular case when we
the radio at 4.15, with Dr. Willison consider that nearly all the main
conducting. Dr. Potter spoke on a arteries of commerce and transportimely topic: "Is war in Europe in- tation of eastern Europe pass
through Austria.
evitable?"
And then there is the Danger Spot
In his opening sentences, he recalled to us a scene where angels of all Europe—Hungary and the
sang "Peace on earth, good-will to Balken States. Hungary, since the
men." That was many, many years beginning of the Great War has
ago. To-day the nations of the earth lost 60% of her people and 70% of
are constantly directing their atten- her territory. And so she is constantly carrying on propaganda to
tion to the question of war.
this land. The Balkan States,
regain
"What", said Dr. Potter, "have
the Christian nations of the world said Dr. Potter, are highly militardone to solve this eternal problem? ized. Though they are constantly
Only now, is Europe emerging from menaced by internal wars, they are
the economic depression of the Great determined to defend their boundarWar. This summer, I was in Europe ies.
Dr. Potter did no more than touch
studying further the war situation.
I returned with a heavy heart, a on a discussion of Spain and PorContinued on Page 7
heart filled with vast forebodings."
told
European
nations, he
Of the
us, France is filled with fear and
mistrust. Her native population is
Germany's native population is already 60% greater than
her's and is increasing at the rate of
600,000 yearly. And so, France
maintains a huge standing army,
stationed largely in the Rhineland.
As for Germany, who is only now
emerging from the economic depression of the war, she is insisting on
general disarmament. She is a member of the L<eague and of the Council, and is quite willing to give
peaceful means a trial, but in the
event of failure, would not hesitate
to rattle the sabre. It is a signifi-

decreasing.

cant fact, Dr. Potter asserted, that
Germany does not pay as heavy
taxes as France or England.
Italy, he said, is clamouring for a

QUESTIONNAIRE
I.—What were the three main
Greek orders of architecture and
what differences distinguish them?
ll.—When was the battle of Marathon fought and what was the historic importance of that battle?
lll.—Who was the greatest sculptor of the Periclean age of Greek
history ?
Continued on Page 8
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COLLEGE CORD BANQUET
DR. N. WILLISON HOST
CLOSES SECOND REGIME
TO FRESHMAN CLASS
Continued Success For New Executive Class '31 Guest Of Its Honorary President.
Is The Wish Of Retiring Members.

The staff of the College Cord held
a banquet at "Hermie" Wagners,
Bridgeport, on Wednesday, February
9. "Hermie" was the same old congenial host and
enjoyed themselves, as iiaaal. A very
tasty dinner wart set.
Aftei.' the
meal, the party devoted their time
bridge, and the remainder of. the
evening quickly sped by, for those
thus occuppied.
Immediately after the dinner the
retiring members oJ the "College
Cord" stafi expressed their desire
that the new executive would be able
to continue in success and publish
a paper which will put Waterloo CqJ.lego on the "map."

LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
ENJOY SOCIAL EVENING
The "Circle" Held Second Meeting
At The Dean's Home.

The Cercle Francais held its first
social evening at the home of the
honorary president, Dean Potter, on
Wednesday evening, February 15.
With the exception of two or three,
all the members were present and
through their hearty cooperation
the evening was made an outstandDr. Schorten Gives A Very Interesting ing success.
Talk On University Life
The Cercle Francais holds two
meetings a month, one being a busiIn Germany.
ness meeting held at the College, tne
The Germania Verein held its first other a social meeting held at priregular meeting of the second sem- vate homes. At these social gathester Thursday evening, February erings the programs deal with
16. The attendance was not as French social life and some of the
large as usual, but those who were beautiful places in France.
present were given a delightful treat
A short program was put on by
in the form of a talk on German Uni- some of the members.
Wilfrid
versity life by Dr. H. Schorten, hon- Schweitzer gave a short reading and
orary-president of the society. Dr. appreciation of Louis Riel a MonSchorten pointed out the similarities treal poet. This was followed by a
and contrasts, which are numerous, piano solo "Enchantement dv prin! between student life in America and temps" by Fred Ahrens. Weldon
in Germany. He presented vividly Barclay then gave a brief resume of
the characters of a number of his the history of France from the early
professors, and their method of in- Gauls to the present time. Rowe
struction. Besides the talk by Dr. Cunningham who can play the piano
Schorten, the members of the execu- and sing in almost any language detive also gave short addresses. They lighted the members with several
expressed the hope that the attend- French songs.
ance at the meetings of the society
The president Earle Shelley took
would be larger and pointed out the the members on an imaginary visit
benefit which can be obtained from to the opera at Paris, explaining the
Continued on Page 7
regular visits to the "Germania."

GERMANIA HOLDS FIRST
REGULAR MEETING OF
SECOND SEMESTER

No. 2

1928

On Monday evening the class of
'31, the freshmen, were the guests
of Dr. Willison, the honorary president of the class.
All did ample justice to the dinner and even "Jimmy" who doesn't
take any chances, didn't bring along
his corn flakes. The dinner was certainly very fine and all expressed
their thanks to Dr. and Mrs. Willison.
After the banquet a toast was
given to the host by Ernst Schroedeir
and in replying Dr. Willison said,
that ho was sorry to leave, but
some offices may be filled by laymen but others require ministers.
Dr. Willison has been closely connected with the school for about
seventeen years and in his departure for Hamilton, we lose one of our
most efficient professors. In his
talk the honorary president remarked that there are two classes of
people living in Hamilton, but he
assured us that he wasn't going to
be with those on the heights.
Later in. the evening the honorary
president and the class went to the
theatre. Everybody gave the opinion that it was one of the best pictures that they had seen.

TWENTY "DONT'S"
FOR YOUNG LADIES
Long List Compiled By Male Students
At University Of Cincinnati.

AIM AT SELF-DEFENCE
"Young ladies, toe this line!
"You won't listen to your mothers,
but you'll have to listen to us, if you
expect us to take you around."
Certain men on the University of
Cincinnati campus have drawn up a
list of "don'ts for girls" as measures
of self-defence.
Here they are, all 20 of them:
"Don't gush over other girls and
kiss them every time you meet
that's a man's work.
"Don't look over our shoulder to
read our newspaper. Go buy one
they only cost a few cents.
"Don't say you 'just adore' any
girl who is your rival. Nobody is

—
—

deceived by sham sweetness.
"Don't accept an invitation to have
Continued on Page 6
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Even in our young student lives
we have learned that if we wish to
Editor-in-chief
Geo. W. Roberts '29
enforce any rule upon some other
H. Louis Hagey '29
Business Manager
person, the best method is to also
EDITORIAL STAFF
BUSINESS STAFF
carry out that edict. Not many
Associated Editor—Walter Goos '29 Advertising Mgr.—Harry Weir '29 weeks ago ohapel attendance was
Ass't. Editors—Arthur Buehlow '30 Ass't. Mgr.—Rudolph Breithaupt '30 made compulsory—for students. The
Harold C'rouse '30 Circulation Mgr.—John Herbert '29 other morning two professors were
Sports Editor—Weldon Barclay '30 Ass't. Circu. Mgr.—Lloyd Schaus '30 in attendance at chapel. Well, what
of it? They are professors.
Reporters—Herbert Casselman '31, Fred Janzen '31, Milton Reiner '51
Ernist Schroeder '31, James Lochead '31.
Rev. N. Willison, Litt. D., has supplied at the Trinity Lutheran Church
Senior Adviser
Herbert K. Kalbfleisch
at Hamilton for the las? two SunFaculty Adviser
Dean A. O. Potter
days. On Saturday,
February 18,
Rev. Willison also conducted a marriage service in Brantford.
INNOVATIONS

A particular effort is being made by all concerned with the
"College Cord" to make it an even more attractive and newsy
paper. Your attention is directed to the new heading which has
been designed by Mr. W. H. E. Schmalz, who is a friend of our
college, having also patterned the college crest. The idea of a
literary page has been resurrected and with the help of those among
the students who are literary inclined, this page should be a success. An innovation has been presented to you in the form of
a column containing news from different parts of the world; news
of greatest importance to us from countries in which we might
have an interest.
This paper is in its infancy, so suggestions are always acceptable.
OUR PAPERS
Dame Whisper tells of certain people in this community who
are debating whether or not they should continue taking our paper.
Their argument is that they subscribe to the "Canada Lutheran"
and by this medium get all the news of the College.
It isn't the purpose of the "College Cord" to run in opposition
to the "Canada Lutheran", but on the contrary it is our purpose
to co-operate and work hand-in-hand with our contemporary paper.
Just because one subscribes to his local paper is no reason why
he should not also get a magazine dealing with world affairs in
a more comprehensive form.
Our "College Cord" should convey to you activities of Waterloo College and Seminary along with the many thoughts of
students and professors. The "Canada Lutheran" contains news
from the different Lutheran Churches throughout Canada. There
should be no hitch and we do not believe there is.
We are out for a subscription list of six hundred for the
"College Cord". Let's go!

Rev. H. Schorten, D. D., preached
in the Brideport Lutheran Church on
February 5.
We are sorry to state that Prof.
S. W. Hirtle has been ill with rheumatic fever for the past few weeks.
His classes in Latin and Green are
being continued by Messrs. Kalbfleisch and Baetz.
We all wish Prof. Hirtle a speedy
recovery.
On Sunday, February 19, Dean A.
O. Potter spoke at the Trinity Lutheran church at Hamilton, on the subject, "Will there be another world
war." He also spoke to the Kiwanis
Club in Brantford on February 21.
Rev. E. Neudoerffer occupied the
pulpit of the St. Jacobs' Lutheran
church on February 12 and 19.

Rev- C..H.

Little, D. D., supplied

the services in the Unionville and
Sherwood churches on February 12.
Mr. Heimrich, a senior seminarian,
preached in these churches on the
I9tn.
Rev. H. Henkel preached in Bridgeport on February 12 and 19.

The Athenaeum meeting scheduled
for the evening of February 9, was
postponed because of the inability

of some of the seniors to be present.
"The Night with Hardy," will take
place February 23 at 7.30 p. m.
men Everybody is welcome.
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is the best baked in the TwinCity. Pure that's sure.
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Special Fitting

Service
At

J. RAHN & CO.
! fewest

Mode

in

high

grade

Footwear

10% discount to All Students

Been In Yet??

HOOPER'S
Sandwich Shoppe
Open

Close

7.30 a.m.
12 p.m.
12 Ontario St. S., Kitchener.
Just Around The Corner.

TRY

EASTON]

for your next hair
cut and shave.

52 King South, Waterloo
"In the Hub"
For Quality And Perfection
Try the Asparagus and Potatoes
Grown By

COLLEGES AND CITIZENS
A. SCHWEITZER & SON
The primal aim of our colleges should be to turn out
Bloomingdale
Phone 731 R 12
of character and gentlemen. Too often our larger colleges just
The clock of life is wound but
manufacture doctors, lawyers and engineers. These men often
A Child's Mind
once.
And no man has the power to
have no expanse of thought, being capable of thinking only in
To see a world in a grain of sand, tell just when the hands will slip at
their own specific and minute sphere.
late or early hour. Now is the only
And a heaven in a wild flower,
In an address in Winnipeg Dr. A. H. Moore, President of Hold
infinity in the palm of your time you own. Live, love, toil with a
King's College, Windsor, N.S., expressed the fear that the higher
will. Place no faith in to-morrow.
hand
educational institutions of the country often failed to realize that And eternity in an hour.
For the clock may then be still.
"clipped '.
their first duty was to turn out good citizens. He said that the
—Shelley.
universities on this continent gave their students information which
could be sold rather than education that enriched and put fibre living why
a
not enjoy life, yet we can moderate our mercenary
into character.
views. The general arts course is the best on the curriculum for
The ideas in this new world are too materialistic. Although turning
out students, with broad, far-reaching minds, who study
we cannot sit down and think that since this old world owes us
more subjects directly concerning good citizenship.
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SPORTS
K. W. "Y" Wins Basketball
By Slight Margin.

Clothes From

J. BRUEGEMAN
The Tailor
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Hot Dogs, Confectionery, Ice
Cream, Tobaccos.

Corner Young and King St.
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Mutual Life: goal, Weber; da
fence, Fedy; centre, Hirons; wings,
Kidner, Kropf, Heer.
Referee: E. Macintosh.
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PLANZ'S
Candy, Ice Cream, Etc.
Phone 620
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MacCallums
For

Fine Athletic Goods
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82 King St. W.

Kitchener
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Last Thursday afternoon the Jun-

The game of hockey between the
Darling Ducklings (scrub team) and
the Senior Class proved very interesting. The main feature was the
ability of both sides to play roughly.
The seniors, however, proved to be
the roughest and toughest all
through and as a result the score
was 2-1 in favour of the Seniors.

i

I,

We Sell Tobacco

Guards, Baetz, Bretzlaff, Hass.

iors met defeat at the hands of the
Sophs, in a puck chasing contest held
at the College open-air rink. Brent
was the star player for the Sophs,
while the Herbert twins attracted
the spectators' attention on the side
of the upper classmen.

i
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.
JUST A GOOD
PLACE TO EAT

i.i..

In the Senior Hexathlon Athletic
The line-up:
events, held at the"V" during the
K. W. "V": Forwards, Perkins, past two
weeks, W. Barclay shatVaughan,
Capling; tered
Buchanan,
three former Hexathlon recGuards, Dedels, Shantz, Wagner.
ords and also came first in the inWaterloo College: Forwards, L. dividual all-round score. Keep up
Hagey, Reiner, G. Hagey, Carter;
the good work "Bare."

A. Brent.

'

*,

'»

JOHN'S PLACE

get out and cheer the fellows along.

Ruppel, Schweitzer, wings; Shelley,
centre; J. Brent, goal; subs, Knorr,

*

at

One of the best-contested games
of the season was played on Saturday evening, 11th of February. Although the"V" won the game they
did not have a very great margin of
the play. The College supporters
unanimously believed that, had we
had a few minutes more time, the
game would have had a different

was 4-0 for the College. During- the
whole game there was only one
penalty and that went to the opponents. The exhibition was a worthy
one and proves to us that hockey
ought to be encouraged in our institution.
The teams:
College:
Baetz, Eifert, defense;

■ ■ ■■ T

STOP

A. WHISPER

Game

-

■

By

The Basketball team seems to be
greatly improving as they certainOn Saturday afternoon, February
ly outplayed the St. Mary's team on
18, the College hockey enthusiasts
Friday last and the week before
upheld their former precedent when
they almost won the game with the
they defeated the Mutual Life team
K.-W. "V". This is late in the
4-0.
season for the improvements to
The first period started with some
show, however with the experience
rather slow work on both sides, howof this year we feel confident that
ever, when the Life Insurance boys
another year will be more successalmost made a counter in the College result.
A number of "personals"
ful.
nets, Baetz and Eifert started to were handed out, although each man
show some of their ability as hockey was careful not to exceed his limited
The hockey team certainly upheld
players. The game soon warmed up amount.
the honour of the school on Saturand both sides seemed to be putting
In the first half the"V" had a day afternoon when they won the
up an excellent struggle. At the end little better of the play; getting game against the "crack" Mutual
of this period the score remained eleven points while the College got Life Team. The Life Insurance boys
0-0 and it seemed rather hard to de- only seven well-earned points. Every after winning several games in the
cide which was the better team.
man on each team certainly played city league were very much surThe second period, however, soon his best, and gave a good account of prised when the College boys would
showed the suppremacy of the Col- himself. "Sid" Buchanan was easily not allow them even one tally.
lege boys. After a few minutes of the best player of the"V" team
The Basketball team which the
play Eifert broke through the op- getting thirteen of their twenty-two
Sophomore class has entered in the
ponent's defense and made the first points.
In the last half of the game, Louis Senior Church League suffered a
score of the game. Then the opponents began a harder struggle trying Hagey, our fast left forward, "sunk" defeat on Saturday night chiefly bein vain to get past the College de- a series of baskets. The"V" men cause the main players were absent.
fense, and when they saw that it taking this as an evil omen called They played the strongest team in
was impossible they tried long shots time out in order to break up the the league and with only about half
of the players present. We must
but J. Brent the able goalie for the combination.
College was always on deck when
On Saturday evening, 25th Feb- credit those boys who did play, for
he was needed. Soon Knorr managed ruary there will be a game between holding the score as well as they
to make another counter. This was Woodstock and Waterloo College, did.
possible by the very brilliant combination playing of the College boys.
The opponents began to wonder just
what was the matter, and as a result set out harder than ever but
their efforts were in vain as the
College team outplayed them m
nearly all respects. The period ended with the score 2-0.
The last period was fast and perhaps the roughest of the game. This
was because the opponents were trying to obtain a lead. In this period
Ruppel began to show his hockey ability and in spite of a great deal of
resistance he managed to make another counter for the College. After
a few minutes of play Knorr again
succeeded in getting past the Mutual Life defense and as a result
scored again. The period was getting well advanced and the struggle
was becoming more intense but the
boys were soon relieved by the
sound of the gong. The final score

Phone 178J

Waterloo

MUTUAL LIFE HOCKEYISTS COLLEGE BASKETEERS
LOSE TOUGH BATTLE
DEFEATED BYCOLLEGIANS
College Team Shows Style In Defeating
City League Team.

Always Be Well Dressed With

YOU'RE NEXT!

E. GINGERICH, Waterloo.
Commercial Hotel Barber
Only Soft Water Used
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FOR DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

CLOCKS, SILVERWARE
and

HIGH CLASS JEWELLERY
Try

ALF. HELLER

Queen St. S.

Walper Block
ii

Special Rates by the hour
for long distance trips.
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TWENTY "DONT'S"
(Continued

from

Page 1.)

Feb. 20, 1928. a sandwich and then order a whoie
Dear Editor,
I notice in the late issue of your
most noble journal a series of questions, a questionaire. Now, I ask
you, is that nice? Is it necessary
that you should burden your reader
with answering so simple questions?
Do you believe that it is necessary to
put in the answers to these saute
questions ?
I, being a student of a very famous institute of learning, The Illinois
Extra Mural University for Home
Study, found no difficulty, whatsoever, in solving the said questions.
Without deigning to consult the
answers to these queries to verify
my results, lam sending you my
answers, which, I believe, you will
find correct and no foolin'.
Now, in the first, "Who were the
leaders of the Federation movement
in each of the four provinces: I,
immediately retaliate, 'which four?'
If you mean the four provinces that
I think you do, then I answer:
I don't know. But if it is a different four, then, I could tell you.
To the second, 'What do you know
about the resources of Canada?' I
answer that I know quite a bit, too
much in fact to warrant answering
in the space at my disposal.
The last, 'Who granted the Hudson Bay charter and to whom?' is
very simple, indeed. Why some king
of England granted it to a group of
fur traders. N'est-ce pas?
You will now realize the futility
of putting any questionaires in your
paper, as it is merely a waste of
space, as they do not cause the readers to go far afield for information
to solve them.
A Wise One.

AT NEW YORK

The following is an excerpt from
a letter written by Carl Klinck,
8.A., who is at present attending
Columbia University, New York.
"My stay in New York and my
work in Columbia University have
been of such short duration that I
cannot of course judge of them as
yet, but I might say that from first
impressions I am still
convinced
like
college
that a small
Waterloo
has many advantages peculiarly its
own, at least for undergraduate
work. There is much to be said on
the other side as well from a consideration of the highly specialized

meal.
"Don't have a nasal voice.

"Don't wear your hat on the back
of your head.
"Don't keep us waiting more than
a half hour, especially when a to-bepaid-for chariot awaits without.
"Don't be avidly interested in the
things you say shock you.
"Don't fix our ties and touch our
sleeves while you talk to us.
"On the way to a picture snow,
don't rave about what a wonderful
musical comedy is in town.
"Don't say you are reducing —
and then eat everything in sight.
"Don't let your nose shine, and
don't powder it in public.
"Don't tell us all about how yojr
grade should have been so and so,
but the prof, only gave you so and
so.
"Don't ask us whether or not to
let your hair grow.
"Don't giggle at a beautiful and
serious moment in a play just because you can't understand it.
"Don't be afraid to accept a date
at the last minute, especially when
you really want it. We know we're
supposed to think you're popular.
"Don't think that even if you mind
all these rules, you'll come up to
specifications. We each have our
private list of 'what girls should do.'
"Don't poise your cigarette gracefully and then puff the smoke out
before you have time to taste it.
"Say everything is 'cute' if you
must, but if you love us, don't be
facetious and
say everything is
"ki-ute."
"Don't explain that you know it's
bad form, but that you just like to
chew gum anyway."
"Varsity" U. of T.
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AN ACCIDENT
The road was wet and slippery,
A car came down the hill,
The post came out to meet it,
The result was just a spill.

The Chandler came out second,
The post didn't even budge,
The Dean had to pay all damages.
What he said then, you may judge.
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blessed.

to be
—Pope.
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There is a Dominion Life Policy

to su t y° ur requirements.
our nearest Agent.

Ask

'
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life
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COMPANY

Head OSSiee: WATERLOO, Ontark

Home Office Representative

Kitchener Office: 60 King St. E.
Phone 445

P. H, ROOS,

The Prosperity of the Future
for

YOU

Depends on your ability to save.
Open a 4 p.c. Savings Account with

The Waterloo Trust & Savings Co.

Gait.

Kitchener.

Waterloo.

If you have writing to do you need

The UTILE UNDERWOOD
He costs only $55.00 (Monthly payments if
you wish), Underwood portable with
Standard Keyboard $75.00.

The United Typewriter Co. Limited
71 Ontario St., S.

Phone 453.

Kitchener, Ont.

QUALITY PORTRAITS
High Grade Picture Framing.

Hope springs eternal in the human
Man never is but always
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standing.
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breast,

Dominion Life Policies have
been providing Protection for
Canadians since 1889
Protection at minimum cost because
tne large profits which
have made Dominion Life out-
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and have seen many interesting and
famous things. Best of all perhaps
was the performance of "Carmen"
at the "Metropolitan Opera." The
chief roles were taken by Maria
Jeritza and Edward Johnson. Quite
naturally I could not help but feel
intensely proud of being a Canadian
when I saw the great art of Johnson
which makes him outstanding in the
got glimpses of New York from
of some of the finest singers
midst
Coney Island to the Upper Hudson,
the
in
world."

faculty, the excellent library facilities, and the unlimited range of extra-mural contacts to be found here
in this university. However, I can
say with conviction that I am glad
to have been able to take my undergraduate work at a smaller and a
Canadian university.
"Needless to say I have at least

1

Phone 728.

THE YOST STUDIO
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175 King St. W.
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You Will Like Our Work.

Geo. Hoelscher
The Merchant Tailor
Upstairs
65 King St. E.,
Phone 10T»

Kitchener.
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J.H. Schmidt Phm.B
DISPENSING CHEMIST
Headquarters

for

Physicians,

Hospitals and Nurses Supplies.
We Specialize in Dispensing.

Kitchener, Ont.

Phone 462
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Literary
At Close Of Day

COLLEGE

REVIEWS OF NOVELS

Sorrell and Son
At close of day sweet even comes
Warwick
Deeping's novel "Sorrell
all
her
of
night
fairy folk
With
and
is
Son"
the story of a man, who
Who softly play for our delight
Celestial tunes on flowered drums. ruined financially -by the war, and
deserted by his war-hfrida is left
The perfumed dews on earth descend with his young son Kit Christopher
As through the
gently dreaming or Kit as he is familiarly called. Unable to find aid or the quality of
trees
Murmurs the wind its symphonies, work which the world associates
with a man of his class,—he was a
The melody and fragrance blend.
Captain and had won the Military
and
songsters Cross,—he resolutely put all pride
Woodland creatures
from him and took a job as porter
bright
Have sought repose from warmth of and man of all work in a country
inn. Kit is a remarkable boy and
day,
And calmly wait to renew their play loves his father dearly. To him, his
When dawn has shed her cloak of father is always, Captain Sorrell, M.
C, no matter what work he is donight.
ing. Between father and son a
beautiful relationship exists, "no
Then the moon in her golden veil
Leads forth her host of silvery stars, secrets," is their motto. The son
shares the father's worries and his
Like tiny sparkling, fairy cars,
That slowly sail o'er hill and dale sympathy and understanding holds
the father's determination and purpose through mental distresses and
In harmony of light and song;
bodily fatigue.
While everything serenely still
At the inn Sorrell meets Thomas
Listens to the lulling hill
Whispering to her moonbeamed Roland, who is studying conditions
of hostelries in England with the
throng.
purpose of opening a place and runing it according to his ideas of an
In dewy silence rests the earth
and
ideal
inn. Sorrell's devotion to du.ty
With all her fold both large
and his courtesy, even in his humble
small,
position induce Roland to offer him
returning
day will call
Until
Men forth to sing in sunny mirth. a position in his inn, "The Pellican"
—Earle Clare Shelley. of Winstonburg. At this place, Sorrell becomes head porter and Kit
is given the advantage of a private
A CHALLENGE
tutor and he makes up his mind to
"Why is it that not more books become a doctor. With the passing
come out of Canada?" "A Search of a few years Sorrell becomes a
for America" brings the sudden partner in the hotel and Kit becomes
realization that there is material
as rich and there must he authors
quite as capable as south of the down to write a genuine, first-class
border.
It is time that Canadian novel.
True, Canada has not produced the
literature became (Something more
literature
that it is able to produce,
than
imposing and more important
what some one once called it,—"a nevertheless we have some fine nomere bud on the tree of the great vels which our southern friends canAnglo-Saxon tradition." This com- not enter into the spirit of because of
ment appeared in the New York their lack of familiarity with the
Times and should serve to awaken scenes.
Marie Chapdelaine is a story of
some of our Canadian talent whicn
French Canadian pioneer life by
is lying dormant.
Charles G. D. Roberts, in writing Louis Hemon. The characters preto aspiring novelists, exhorts them sented are so truly characteristic of
not to depend solely on novel writ- the French Canadian that the spirit
ing for a means of livelihood but of the story immediately grips the
to have some other occupatin. A reader if only it can be appreciated.
poet or novelist should not work as Altho this is the acme of Canadian
such any more than three hours a literature of this sort, yet it is not
day. Too many of our young Cana- far in advance of such novels as
"Seats of the
dian writers upon gaining a little Gilbert Parker's
and
Mighty,"
Major
Richardson's
distinction immediately ally them-

.

...

selves to some magazine and write
solely for commercial
purposes.
Money talks. After writing for
magazines it takes a long time to
get out of the old rut and settle
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a surgeon in St. Martha's hospital in
London. The father's dream becomes
realized. Kit has made a place for
himself in the world. When Kit is
married and away on his honeymoon,
the father discovers he is a victim
of cancer and though Kit returns immediately, there is no hope for the
disease has taken too great a hold.
Sorrell suffers greatly, living on
morphine under the end, which is
hastened by Kit by an over-dose of
the drug.
It is impossible to show the beauties of the book in a synopsis. There
are, however, many points which are
worth while considering. Deeping
has the happy power
of striking
the inevitable phrase. The book Is
full of short, pithy sentences which
express his ideas perfectly, for example: "Hostility is homage; envy
trbute" ■— and again — "Half the
women one wants aren't the women
one could live with."
The relationship between Kit and
his father is a very beautiful one,—
"no secrets"—the boys' questions answered frankly, and because of that
Kit's mind was clean and pure and
he had a simple wiseness about him
that carried him past many temptations. Kit's experiences, with women
in London are natural. The book is
devoid of the sensational sex muck
that we find in so many books of ihe
day. True, the problems of sex as
confronting the youth of today are
frankly discussed, but the book is
free of prudery and a wholesome
atmosphere pervades its reading.
Kit finds girls who are busy with
careers, and who believe they have
no time for marriage. To them
marriage is a drugery of domestic
motherhood.
toil and burdening
Deeping brings out, however, the
fact that marriage is a sacred institution, but he shows us how comradeship should pervade that relation, how the wife should be the
comrade, the inspiration of her husband, not only a domestic servant.
Kit's wife is one of these, but she
keeps up with her work of writing
even after her marriage and both
she and Kit are contributing to the
work of the world.
Deeping's characterizations possess a reality that makes the Characters real and vivid. The crafty,
immortal mistress of the Angel InnThomas Rolanda beautiful character,—Molly, the tomboyist girl and
later the young woman in rebellion
against conventionalism, Chevoy the
musical comedy star—all live with a
vitality and personality that is unusual between the covers of a book.

DOERSAM'S
BOOKSTORE
See our Wallpaper from 10c

to $1.25 a roll. Stop in and see it
before papering that next room.
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Deeping attacks the present trend
Kitchener
Ont.
of thought among the youth of today in a clear manner. He points
out its weaknesses and its strength.
He
sees its beauties as well as its
"Wacousta."
Such is "Sorrell and Son," a book
Thus our ability of appreciating short comings and he most cleverly
a novel depends on our ability to works them into his novel together well worth reading, provocation of
enter into the spirit of the charac- with his own ideas and an entran- much thought and capable of teaching many lessons.
cing plot.
ters which constitute that story.
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the task of
teaching easier. Dr. H. Schorten,
the jolliest of the College School
teachers would then certainly use
his favorite expression "ist gut,"
even more frequently than he does
now. Perhaps he would even change
this expression to "ist sehr gut."
would in turn make

College School News
During the past few weeks, hockey has been the theme of every conversation among the Collegians.
A house-league has been formed
Which consists of three teams: the
Duces with Mac Intosh as captain;
as
the Imperatores with Shantz
captain and the Principes with
Knorr as captain.
The teams are as evenly matched
as their own names and consequently they have played some very close
games. In the first game on February 10 the "Imps" defeated the
"Ducks" 2-1. On February 11 the
"Imps" repeated their victory by defeating the "princes" 2-1 While on
February 13 the "Ducks" defeated
the "Princes" 3-2. Thus the "Imps"
have two victories to their credit;
the "Ducks" one while the "princes"
are left with the goose egg. If
weather permits several more series

will be played.
On February 15, the College
School hockey team travelled to
Wellesley to meet the team of that

KLAEHN'S
CASH

AND

CARRY

MEAT MARKET
BUY HERE AND SAVE MORE
FRESH AND SMOKED MEATS GAME AND FISH IN SEASON

Laury Literary Society
The second meeting of the semester was held on February 13. It was
opened by the College song. The
roll was called to which eight members failed to respond. After the
minutes were read and adopted, the
following short programme was rendered.
Two interesting " speeches
were given by A. Imrie and J. Brent,
and current events by P. Eydt. After
the remarks of criticism by Rev. C.
Foreman the meeting was closed by
the singing of the National Anthem.
There has been some improvement
in the programmes in the second
semester, this is due to the ruling
which has been made, that if a student does not reach a certain standard in his delivery, he will be obliged to appear on the platform
again at the next meeting, and so
on until that standard is reached.
This ruling will, no doubt, bring
about a vast improvement in the

WATERLOO

92 King St. S.

Ph. 211

Waterloo Qlollegr
In Affiliation with ihe University of Western Ontario
As an affiliated College of the University of Western Ontario,
WATERLOO COLLEGE offers a General Arts Course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
WATERLOO COLLEGE aims to develop Christian men. The
prevailing iufluences are such as tend not only to develop the
greatest possible individuality and the highest manhood of the
student, but also lead young men to a full realization of their personal responsibilities and to fit them for worthy lives of useful

service.

For further information apply to:REV. N. WILLISON, 8.A., LITT. D., Registrar.
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The Lutheran Book Room

village in a Challenged game of
hockey. Carroll Crouse claims we weekly programmes.
IS YOUR BOOK ROOM
would have won had the other team
We have everything in School Supplies, Fountain Pens, Evernot scored so many goals.
Pencils.
sharp
No one would wonder why the
boys were defeated 5-2, if they had
We Specialize In Bibles
had a glimpse of the Wellesley team.
Our boys looked liked dwarfs be2 doors from Post Office
side them. Nevertheless they play- One Hundred Volumes Of The Latest
67 King St. E.
Kitchener
Fiction constitute the Athenaeum
ed a far better grade of hockey than
Library.
their rivals who took great pleasure
in upsetting them when about to
The Athenaeum library belongs to
shoot on goal.
BROS.
the Athenaeum Society, which was
Waterloo, Ont
Phone 260
Clarence Kelterborn who last year organized
College affiliatwhen
the
played for the College, was on the
Hardware, Plumbing Heating, Fancy Chinaware and Ordinary
ed with Western University. Th?
Wellesley line-up and was one of
Dinner Sets a Specialty. Estimates for Hot Water, Steam or Warm
library at present consists of one
Air Heating cheerfully given.
the boys' chief worries.
hundred
volumes of the latest ficii
i
A return game will in all probab- tion.
r
i
i
f
i
i
ility be played in the near future.
This library is of a different character than the school library in that
German Literary Society
The third meeting of the German it is intended not so much for stuDainty Light
Ice Cream and
Candy.
Literary Society for the second se- dies as for amusement and light
it
also
reading.
However,
is
instrucmester was held on February 16.
Kitchener.
42 King St. £.
F.
The programme was fairly well ren- tive and profitable to read these
dered although it was rather short. books, because we not only learn the
Most of the students are succeeding style of the writers, their wit and
in mastering the German language, humor which they all so eminently
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
but there are some, who, unless they possess, but we also learn something
500 yards "WACOSILKE" in all the leading Spring CQp
apply themselves more closely in of the state of society in which they
Shades. 36 inches wide, a wonderful material. Selling at"^**
their classwork and in this society lived. We see how with their wit
will never be able to speak German and humor they exposed and exBRICKER-GERMAN CO. LIMITED, Waterloo
tirpated those follies and vices which i
—
fluently.
chiefly
prevailed
their
several
in
It is not the fault of the institution if students fail to acquire a countries.
Thus amidst intensive studying
thorough knowledge of the language.
To be sure, the teachers are capable and research work let us pause for
of teaching it and undoubtedly are a few hours a week to read some of
Gutta Percha And Seiberling Tires
doing their very best, but if a stu- these books, which will cast a difaround
invigferent
mantle
us
and
dent simply refuses to work he canSeiberling Tires Have 20% More Rubber
orate us to pursue our heavier stunot hope to make any progress.
And 25% Stronger Body Than Any Tire
If only these students would real- dies.
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ize what a wonderful opportunity
they have of studying languages and How good is man's life, the mere
living how fit to emnlov.
how valuable each language may be
to them in later years, they would Of his mind, his soul, and his senses
study with greater interest, which
forever in joy.—Browning.

In The World.

POTTER HARDWARE
r

KITCHENER
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THE

ST. MARY'S DEFEATED
SECOND WIN OF SEASON
Peppy Game Won By Score Of 38-16

In one of the snappiest games of
the season, Waterloo College came
through with flying colours after the
rest period at half-time. The first
half of the game was just an ordinary exhibition of basketball, both
teams backchecking hard so that
few baskets were scored. The college team was cold after their trip
to St. Mary's so that little combination was produced. The half time
St.
score was 10-9 in favour of
Mary's.
In the second half the St. Mary's
basket was kept hot by friction, no
less than 29 points being scored in
this period. St. Mary's didn't have
the condition of the college team,
the result was that the purple and
gold ran wild. The two Hagey's
fought a hard battle with Louis doing most of the sinking. Bretzlalf
combined neatly and sank a few rebounds. The college defence was
practically impenetrable in the second half. For. St. Mary's M. Dunnell and A. King were
the most
outstanding but all worked hard.
The final count was 38-16. St.
Mary's only sank one field basket
and four fouls in the final period.
The lineup:
St. Mary's: left forward, A. King;
right forward, A. Jackson; centre,
A. Scale; left guard, A. Murray;
right guard, M. Dunnell; spares, C.
Brown, J. Anderson.
Waterloo College: left forward, L.
Hagey; right forward, G. Hagey;
centre, Reiner; left guard, T. Bretzlaff; right guard, H. Baetz; spare,
Haas.
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Continued from Page 1
interior of the opera, and between
the imaginary acts, the members
with Cunningham's assistance at the
songs.
piano, sang some French
After the third act, Dr. Potter gave
a very interesting and instructive
talk on the French theatre and
greatly enhanced his talk with displays of beautiful etchings of some
of the most beautiful theatres and
cathedrals in and around Paris.

CYCLIST HURT
A student had a rather unpleasant experience the other day while
riding from Kitchener to the College on his bicycle. Of course it is?
needless to state that Harry Lossing
has the reputation for being the last
one to put his bike away in the fall
and the first one to get it out in
the spring. At any rate, as he was
proceeding from the road to> the
sidewalk, the front wheel stuck in
the ditch, but the hind one kept on
going and so did Harry, but all the
while he held on to the handle bars
for dear life. The result was that
he made an almost complete circle.
The bicycle completed its rotation
immediately after Harry, and in jo
doing gave him a very bad gash on
the nose, upper lip and shin. His
lip swelled up enough to make him
look like the winner of an African

beauty contest only the predominating color was red. Harry, however,
is of the dauntless type and is riding back and forth to College as
usual, until the weather again bocomes too stormy.
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At the conclusion of the program a dainty buffet lunch was served, in fact the lunch was so excellent that several of the members
had to be fined for expressing thensatisfaction in English instead of

French.
The remainder of the evening was
spent in singing French songs and
playing bridge.
the Circle are
the
deeply indebted to
host for his
kindness and for making the first
social evening so successful.
The members of

Vive le Cercle

DEAN A. O. POTTER
Continued From Page 1
tugal. "Since 1910, I would like to
remind you, their have been no less
than 22 revolutions."
Russia is a constant source of
anxiety in the turmoil of European
militarism.
"The situation is apparently hopeless' continued Dr. Potter, "And yet,
why should it exist at all? Here are
the reasons why:
1. The people of Europe work on
national sentiment-—they raise their
national gods on the highest pedestal, and relegate the one universal
God to a lower position.
2. There exists a dominating spirit of intolerance, based on fear and
mistrust and selfishness. The grasping states are never willing to give,
but are constantly trying to get, all
they can."
Dr. Potter gave these as the universal requirements for avoidance cf
war:
1. People of the world must develop a sentiment that transcends
petty national gods.
2. They must develope similarities,
and emphasize them.
"Nationality is only a state of
mmd —a product of training and education, and of emphasis of differences in peoples."
The countries of Europe must emphasize similarities and build up a
tolerant spirit.
3. They must recognize that ju=t
as no man is independent of his fellow-man, so no state is independant
or self sufficient."
Dr. Potter again voiced the question: 'Is war inevitable?' "No, war
is not inevitable, if we make a ser-
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ious attempt at the necessary reforms. Failing that, war will come.
A state is composed of individuals.
Hence, the national sentiment will
be no different than that of the individual's conceptions. If the individual is animated by motives of fear
and selfishness and mistrust, then
the state will be actuated by the
same motives. We cannot change
the attitude of the state until we
change that of the individual. It is
a slow and difficult task."
He admitted that the responsibility for the Great War would never
be fixed. But a much more practical

Phone 292

question would be: "who is responsible for the next war'?
"Every individual and every organization who does not do his utmost to avert it will be responsible."

Which of us has his desire or having it is satisfied.
The boast of heraldry, the pomp of
power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth
e'er gave,
Await alike the inevitable hour—
The paths of glory lead but to the
grave.
—Gray.
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Discords

ANSWERS

Cambridge Clothes to Measure

Continued From Page 1

Supreme Quality and Style

ANSWERS
I.
lonic
and
Doric,
Corinthian. The
Greek orders of architecture were
distinguished by the column—originally a tree trunk but later made
of stone. The column in the Doric
order rests directly upon the foundation. It is tapered to give it
gracefulness and fluted to give it
appearance of elasticity. The
head of the column or capital, is

Faultless Fabrics,

Superior Workmanship

27

G. GLASSER
H.
KING

490 B.C.
The Battle of Marathon occurred
during the war between Persia and
Greece in the fifth century B.C. The
plain of Marathon is about twentyfive miles east of Athens and overlooks a bay of the same name. The
battle fought here in 490 B.C. was
perhaps one of the most important
in the early history of the world.
The question at stake was whether
Europe, represented
Greece,
by
should he brought under Oriental
civilization, represented by Persia.
In the interests of freedom and the
development of western civilization,
it was fortunate that the Greeks
were victorious in this battle.

HOCKEY, AS IT IS PLAYED
IN THE BEST OF CIRCLES

—

that illustriou.s invigHockey
orating and aggravating pastime of
the cold and frosty season is
typically a Canadian game and when
played in Canada it is governed by
the rules current in this country.
The game is played by twelve
men, six to a side, and of course,
sometimes a couple of extra players may slip on the ice when the
officious referee is not looking. However to slip on the ice, often means
a hard knock. There are six players
on a team, i.e. (short for id est)
six active players or rather more or
less active players. There is one
goal keeper, he is also commonly
known as the "gool" keeper, two defence men and three forwards.
And of course a couple of substitutes, whose duty it is, like spare

What is the difference between a
person who has seen Niagara Falls
and one who has not?
Answer: One has seen the mist,
the other has missed the scene.

I A. G. HAEHNEL
THE

REXAL

STORE

Who got something for nothing?
Answer: James 11. He got ten
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New Hat Song
Chapeaux, I had never met you.

.
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Louis Bardon Bakery

The Waterloo Coal& Feed Co.
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Delivered to any part of Kitchener without
extra charge.
Telephone Waterloo 103.

If You Skate, Read This
If you skate, read this. We carry a complete line of C.C.M.
Automobile and Bollard Skates, Samson and Lightning Hitch Hockey Boots.
Men's Complete outfit with C. C. M. Tube Skates and Shoes,
$5.75 up.
Men's Complete outfit with C.C.M. Tube Skates and Shoes,
$6.25 up.
Ladies Complete outfit with C. C. M. Nickle Plated tubes skates
and Shoes $6.45 up.
Boy's complete outfit with C. C. M. Skates and Shoes, $3.75 up.
All outfits machine riveted free of charge.
Skates ground concave, oil stone finish, guaranteed not to stick

R. S. MacPhail & Co.
130 King St. S. Waterloo.

Prof. Smythe
(In Economics)
"Dairying is very important in Canada; do you know the name of Canada's most famous cow?"
John Herbert:—"Magnesia".
Prof. Smythe:—"Never hear of
her."
Herbert:—"Oh you can buy her

milk in any drug store."
'i

Also our Fine Pastry

111.
Phidias.
Phidias is especially noted for the
statue of Athena which was placed
in the Parthenon, one of the buildings erected under the patronage of
Pericles.

PHONE 1494
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Doric and has twenty-four flutings.
The capital is ornamented with a
special roll.
The Corinthian column is an outgrowth from the lonic. It differs
from the lonic in having the capital
larger and more highly ornamented
—usually with acanthus leaves.

11.

Did James II have false teeth?
Answer: Yes. It says in Cross'
History of England and Great Britain that when destitute James II
pawned his plate.

Prices consistent with quality.

an

not ornamented.
The lonic column has a base. Its
shaft is more slender than the

What is the difference between
Noah's Ark and Joan of Arc!
Answer: One was made of wood
and the other was Maid of Orleans.

Exclusive Designs,

A. Herbert (in psychology class):
If a man is always thirsty say for
strong drink, that is a habit rather
than an organic sensation.
R. Breithaupt: That's not a habit,
that's a gift.

—

I

tires on a car, to take the place of
those who blow out.
The game is played on ice, ice
might be defined as congealed water. This ice, frozen H2O, is very
slipping; skates, steel blades notslipping, skates, steel blades, not
too unlike razor blades, are worn.
But unless one is quite proficie it
on skates, it is very difficult for one
to maintain a perfect equilibrium.
If one loses one's equilibrium, it
is often necessary to stand for some
time after.
Each player has a stick with a
crook at the one end. This crook
is quite often responsible for dirty
deals. The goalie has the biggest

stick, it is his duty to prevent the
puck, a round rubber disc, from
making an entrance into the god.
The other players chase the di*c
around trying to head it toward
that goal which is not theirs. It
is surprising how the little thing
dodges the opening
and how the
goalkeeper gets in the way. But
once in a while the puck will sneak
past the watchful eye of the net
guardian.
When this happens, it
constitutes a goal for the team responsible for putting it there. The
team which succeeds in obtaining
the most goals is proclaimed the
winner of the tourney.

